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NEWS 

Row erupts over evacuation 
plans for Mount Vesuvius 

'lg Nobel' ceremony 
reaches new heights 
and moves to Harvard 

London. Members of an Italian government 
commission given responsibility for setting 
up a contingency plan for the possible erup
tion of Mount Vesuvius have fallen out over 
the final report, which one member 
describes as being over-ambitious and scien
tifically flawed, and thus unworkable. 

Giuseppe Luongo, professor of physical 
volcanology at the University of Naples, says 
the plan claims that volcanologists can pre
dict an eruption within 20 days. But he 
argues that the plan is based on flawed data 
and was drawn up without 
peer review, and with virtual-
ly no input from the local 
population. 

"I am sad to see millions of 
taxpayer dollars being wasted 
on producing [this plan], and 
also regret that its authors 
appear ignorant of current 
scientific literature on the 

the result of almost five years' hard work." Boston. The Fifth Annual 'lg Nobel' Prize 
Nevertheless Luongo, despite being the Ceremony, held on 6 October, was a night of 

only member of the five-person commission many firsts. The proceedings were televised 
to vote against the plan, claims to have the live via the Internet, a feat never previously 
support of many volcanologists at Italian attempted. It featured the world premiere of 
universities who, he claims, are unable to the "Interpretive Dance of the Nucleotides", 
speak out openly. One who did so - Flavio featuring the Nicola Hawkins Dance 
Dobran, a former professor of volcanology Company and five Nobel prizewinners. 
at the universities of Rome and Pisa - Sheldon Glashow and harpist Deborah 
claims to have had his research grant termi- Henson-Conant performed a second world 
nated after publishing a paper (see Nature premiere, Cymbalic Duet in B# Major with 
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~ first, the ceremony was held at Harvard 
;;; University rather than at neighbouring 
~ Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
w (MIT), site of the four previous 'lgs'. 

The change of venue was due to a rift 
earlier in the year between Marc Abrahams, 
editor of the Annals of Improbable Research 
(AIR) - a sponsor of this year's and last 
year's 'lg' ceremony - and the MIT 

subject", says Luongo, a for- Twin peaks: the emergency plan assumes a 20-day warning. 
mer director of the Vesuvius 

Museum, the previous 'lg' co-sponsor which 
had also been publishing the Annals. 

The falling-out was surprising in view of 
the gala celebration at the museum in 
December 1994 of the release of AIR's first 
issue, when many were saying that MIT was 
"the perfect home" for a magazine such as 
AIR and the associated award ceremony. 

Observatory. "I would like to know who are 
these scientists who think they can issue a 
volcanic eruption forecast 20 days in 
advance. In my experience of similar volca
noes - for example, Mount St Helens in 
1980 and Pinatubo in 1991 - scientists are 
very reluctant to issue such forecasts without 
objective data." 

The plan, issued by the Department of 
Civil Protection at the end of last month, 
assumes that volcano monitoring stations 
will remain operational up to a few days pre
ceding an eruption. Luongo says that it 
apparently makes no allowances for false 
alarms, and fails to outline a clear chain of 
command. Furthermore, the plan was devel
oped using the 1631 eruption of Vesuvius as 
a template, and Luongo says such an 
assumption could be a mistake as that erup
tion, which killed several thousand people, 
remains highly controversial among volca
nologists. 

But Lucia Givetta, director of the Vesu
vius Observatory and a member of the com
mission, disagrees. She says that the volcano 
has always emitted distinct, characteristic 
precursor signals before an eruption. The 
most recent eruption - which took place 
during the Second World War in 1944 -
was accurately predicted by one of her pre
decessors, Giuseppe Imbi, "using just one 
instrument", she says. "Unfortunately, the 
soldiers didn't listen to him, and no counter
measures were taken." 

Givetta says the commission's data are no 
secret, as they are unchanged from the pre
vious commission's report in 1992. "It has 
been extensively discussed and debated. 
This plan was not just born yesterday, it is 
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government view by suggesting that an out
pouring from Vesuvius could destroy every
thing within a 7-km radius, an area occupied 
by 1 million people. 

Dobran, who has now set up his indepen
dent research group, the Association for 
Global Volcanic and Environmental Sys
tems Simulation (GVES), points out that 
the plan apparently fails to prioritize cate
gories of evacuees, and does not explain how 
different communities are expected to reach 
emergency transport stations in the event of 
seismic activity and ground deformation. 

The plan assumes 600,000 people would 
be evacuated within a week, on 40 trains 
running daily. The plan appears to assume 
that trains and buses will run according to a 
fixed timetable. "This does not even happen 
under normal circumstances," he points out. 

Dobran says the government's plan is 
preoccupied with trying to predict an erup
tion, when it should be concerned with dis
aster management and risk communication. 
He is now engaged in a project called Vesu
vius 2000, a public education/consultation 
exercise. He is thus critical of plans to evacu
ate people in risk zones to destinations at 
great distances from Vesuvius. 

"Evacuating 600,000 people is no joke," 
he says. "It raises many questions, such as 
the threat to a lifestyle, culture and centuries 
of traditions. The population should be edu
cated in the different risk scenarios posed by 
a potential eruption and then be given the 
choice to decide how it wants to react." But 
Givetta says these are political issues and 
should not concern scientists. "Our job is to 
get the science as accurate as possible. The 
rest we leave to politicians. Ehsan Masood 

Both sides were tight-lipped about the 
controversy, which apparently revolved 
around the failure of Abrahams and the 
museum to agree on a contract for the 
continued publication of the magazine. MIT 
sources also claim that the museum staff 
had grown weary of the amount of time 
spent on the annual lg event. 

Abrahams has since published and 
edited the magazine on his own, finding a 
new home for the lgs - Harvard's Lowell 
Lecture Hall - with help from Glashow 
and fellow Nobel laureates Dudley 
Herschbach and William Lipscomb. Two 
student organizations - the Harvard 
Computer Society and Tangents (the 
Harvard-Radcliffe Mathematical Bulletin) 
- agreed to co-sponsor the event. 

The 1995 lg festivities, built around the 
theme of DNA, contained the usual 
assortment of jokes, outbursts and 
'spontaneous combustion'. The five Nobel 
prizewinners participated directly, while six 
others sent taped messages to the winners 
and audience. 

Why do these distinguished scholars 
subject themselves to the often embarrass
ing moments that make up the lgs? "This is 
a chance to put some fun back into science," 
Herschbach says. "Scientists do have a lot 
of fun, and it's important that the public, 
and especially young people, realize that. 
We aren't just a bunch of super-nerds with 
no sense of humour." Steve Nadis 
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